We consider a class of Dirichlet series which is more general than the Selberg class. Dirichlet series in this class, have meromorphic continuation to the whole plane and satisfy a certain functional equation. We prove, under the assumption of a certain hypothesis concerning the density of zeros on average, that the sequence formed by the imaginary parts of the zeros of a Dirichlet series in this class is uniformly distributed mod 1. We also give estimations for the discrepancy of this sequence.
Introduction
Let {x} be the fractional part of x. The sequence (γ n ) of real numbers is said to be uniformly distributed mod 1 if for any pair a and b of real numbers with 0 ≤ a < b ≤ 1 we have lim N →∞ #{n ≤ N ; a ≤ {γ n } < b} N = b − a.
To determine whether a sequence of real numbers is uniformly distributed we have the following widely applicable criterion. For a proof see [8] , Theorem 2.1.
Here we are interested in studying the uniform distribution mod 1 of the sequence formed by the imaginary parts of the zeros of an arithmetic or geometric L-series. In the case of the Riemann zeta function, Rademacher observed in [16] that under the assumption of the Riemann Hypothesis the sequence (αγ n ) is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1), where α is a fixed non-zero real number and γ n runs over the imaginary parts of zeros of ζ(s). Later Hlawka [6] proved this assertion unconditionally. Moreover, for α = log x 2π
, where x is an integer, Hlawka proved that the discrepancy of the set {{αγ n } : 0 < γ n ≤ T } is O(1/log T ) , under the assumption of the Riemann Hypothesis, and that it is O(1/log log T ) unconditionally. We emphasize that Hlawka's result does not cover the case corresponding to α = 1, since in this case x = e 2π is a transcendental number by a classical theorem of Gelfond. Finally in [3] , Fujii proved that the discrepancy is O(log log T / log T ) unconditionally for any non-zero α.
In this paper, we consider generalization of these results to a large class of Dirichlet series which includes the Selberg class. In Section 2 we define and study some elementary properties of the elements of this class. Dirichlet series in this class, have multiplicative coefficients, have meromorphic continuation to the whole plane and satisfy a certain functional equation. LetS denote this class, and let β + iγ denote a zero of an element F of this class. Let N F (T ) be the number of zeros of F with 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ γ ≤ T . We introduce the following.
Average Density Hypothesis We say that F ∈S satisfies the Average Density Hypothesis if
Let N F (σ, T ) be the number of zeros of F with 0 ≤ γ ≤ T and β ≥ σ. The Riemann Hypothesis for F states that N F (σ, T ) = 0, for σ > 1 2 . A Density Hypothesis for F , which is weaker than the Riemann Hypothesis, usually refers to a desired upper bound for N F (σ, T ) which holds uniformly for 
(see Section 4) . This explain why we call the above statement an Average Density Hypothesis. Let (γ n ), γ n ≥ 0, be the sequence formed by imaginary parts of the zeros of F (ordered increasingly). In Section 3, by employing Weyl's criterion for uniform distribution, we prove the following.
Theorem 3 Let F ∈S. Suppose that F satisfies the Average Density Hypothesis, then for α = 0, (αγ n ) is uniformly distributed mod 1.
Consequently under the analogue of the Riemann Hypothesis for this class, the imaginary parts of zeros of elements of this class are uniformly distributed mod 1. However, proving these facts unconditionally is a new and a difficult problem in analytic number theory.
To establish some unconditional results, in Section 4 we prove that if there is a real k > 0 such that the k-th moment of F satisfies a certain bound then the Average Density Hypothesis is true for F . Such moment bound is known (unconditionally) for several important group of Dirichlet series. As a consequence of this observation, in Section 5 we prove that Theorem 3 is true (unconditionally) for the classical Dirichlet Lseries, L-series attached to modular forms and L-series attached to Maass wave forms. To extend these results further seems to be difficult. For example, can one show such a result for zeros of Dedekind zeta function attached to an arbitrary number field K? In the case that K is abelian over Q, we are able to do this. If the field is not abelian over Q, the results can be extended in extremely special cases (for example in the case that K is a dihedral extension of Q). The problem is intimately related to proving the Average Density Hypothesis for these Dirichlet series.
Finally we derive estimations for the discrepancy of the sequence in Theorem 3. Our main result here (Theorem 16) can be considered as an extension of Hlawka's result [6] for the Riemann zeta function to the elements ofS. Unlike Hlawka's, our result covers the case α = 1 too. The main ingredients of the proof are a uniform version of an explicit formula of Landau (Proposition 14), and the Erdös-Turán inequality.
A Class of Dirichlet Series
Let F (s) = ∞ n=1 a n n s , a 1 = 1, be a Dirichlet series with multiplicative coefficients which is absolutely convergent for (s) > 1. Then F (s) has an absolutely convergent Euler product on (s) > 1. More precisely,
We also assume that
Since ∞ n=1 a n n s is absolutely convergent for (s) > 1, then for any > 0, we have
and so a n n 1+ .
This implies that log F p (s) has a Dirichlet series representation in the form
where c p is a positive number which depends on p.
Lemma 1 b p k is given by the recursion
where
Proof Note that by differentiating (4), we have
for (s) > c p + 1. Now the result follows by equating the p k -th coefficient of two sides of the above identity.
Proof It is enough to prove that
which easily can be derived by employing the recursion of Lemma 1 for b p k , bound (3), and induction on k.
Notation Let
In light of Lemma 2, we can assume that a n η n η , for some η < 3 2 , and b n ϑ n ϑ , for some ϑ < . Also it is clear that in (2), we can assume c p = ϑ for any p. From now on we fix a 0 < θ < 5 2 such that b n n θ− for some > 0. So
is absolutely convergent for (s) ≥ θ + 1. By differentiating this identity, we get
Definition LetS be the class of Dirichlet series
which satisfy (1) and (2), and moreover, they satisfy the following. 
satisfies the functional equation
where is a complex number with | | = 1 andΦ(s) = Φ(s).
This class is larger than the Selberg class S (see [17] , and [9] for more information regarding the Selberg class). There are two main differences betweenS and S. First of all in S we assume that the Ramanujan Hypothesis holds. More precisely, for an element in S, we have a n n η where η > 0 is any fixed positive number, and (r j ) ≥ 0.
Secondly, for an element of Selberg class, we have b n n ϑ , for some ϑ < . For an element ofS, we do not have these restrictions on a n , b n and r j . Note that since
From now on we assume that F ∈S. We recall some facts regarding the zeros of F . We call a zero of F , a trivial zero, if it is located at the poles of the gamma factor of the functional equation of F . They can be denoted by ρ = − . From now on ρ = β + iγ, denotes a non-trivial zero of F .
Let
It is known that
with suitable constants d F and c F (see [9] , formula (2.4)). We also recall a generalization of an explicit formula of Landau, due to M. R. Murty and V. K. Murty, which states that for x > 1 and T → ∞,
Landau proved the above formula for the Riemann zeta function. For a proof in the case of functions in the Selberg class (and similarly for the functions inS) see [12] . Also with a simple observation regarding the symmetry of the non-trivial zeros of F respect to σ = 1 2 , for 0 < x < 1, we have
Uniform Distribution
We are ready to state and prove our main result.
Proof By the Weyl criterion, to prove the uniform distribution of (αγ n ), for nonzero integer m, we should consider the exponential sum
where x = e 2πmα . We have the identity
We assume that x > 1. So by the mean value theorem, and the fact that the non-trivial zeros of F are symmetric respect to σ = , we have
Now by applying (5) and (8) in (7), we have
From here since N F (T ) ∼ c 0 T log T , for some fixed constant c 0 , and F satisfies the Average Density Hypothesis, we have
The same result is also true if x < 1, we basically repeat the same argument and apply (6) instead of (5). So, by Weyl's criterion, (αγ n ) is uniformly distributed mod 1.
Corollary 4 Under the analogue of the Riemann Hypothesis for F , (αγ n ), α = 0, is uniformly distributed mod 1 where α = 0.
Moment Hypothesis → Average Density Hypothesis
We introduce the following hypothesis.
Moment Hypothesis We say that F ∈S satisfies the Moment Hypothesis if there exists a real k > 0 such that
for some ψ(T ), where ψ(T ) is a positive real function such that ψ(T ) = o(log T ).
Our goal in this section is to prove that this hypothesis implies the Average Density Hypothesis. Using this in the next section we give several examples of Dirichlet series that satisfy the Moment Hypothesis and so by Theorem 3, the imaginary parts of their zeros are uniformly distributed mod 1.
We note that since the non-trivial zeros of F are symmetric respect to σ =
Next let R be the rectangle bounded by the lines t = 0, t = T , σ = σ, and σ = 1 + θ (
≤ σ ≤ 1 + θ, and θ is defined in Section 2). Then by an application of the residue theorem (and the usual halving convention regarding the number of zeros or poles on the boundary), we have
where m F is the order of pole of F at s = 1. Now let R 1 be the part of R traversed in the positive direction from σ to σ + iT and let R 2 be the part of R traversed in the positive direction from σ + iT to σ. Then by integrating (9) from 1 2 to 1 + θ with respect to σ and splitting the integral over R we have
We choose T 0 < 1 and T − 1 < T 1 < T + 1 such that T 0 and T 1 are not equal to an ordinate of a zero of F . Let R 1 be the part of the rectangle bounded by t = T 0 , t = T 1 , σ = σ and σ = 1 + θ, traversed from σ + iT 0 to σ + iT 1 . Then since the number of zeros of F with ordinate between T − 1 and T + 1 is log T (see [14] , Lemma 4), we have
We also have
Applying (11) and (12) in (10) and considering only the imaginary part of the resulting identity yields
We note that
Also we know that arg F (σ + iT 1 ) = O(log T ), and arg F (σ + iT 0 ) = O(1), (see [9] , formula (2.4)). By applying these estimations in (13) we arrive at the following lemma.
Lemma 5 As T → ∞, we have
The implied constant depends on F .
In the sequel we need a special case of Jensen's inequality, which states that for any non-negative continuous function f (t)
Proposition 6 Let F ∈S. If F satisfies the Moment Hypothesis, then F satisfies the Average Density Hypothesis.
Proof From Lemma 5, Jensen's inequality and the Moment Hypothesis, we have
and so
Note: From the proof of the previous proposition it is clear that the desired bound on N F (σ, T ) dσ can be achieved under the assumption of a non-trivial upper bound for the mean value of log |F |. This weaker assumption can be deduced from a non-trivial upper bound on any positive moment of F .
Examples
Let ζ(s) be the Riemann zeta function. For a primitive Dirichlet character mod q, we denote its associated Dirichlet L-series by L(s, χ). Let L(s, f ) be the L-series associated to a holomorphic cusp newform of weight k and level N with nebentypus φ, and L(s, g) be the L-series associated to an even Maass cusp newform of weight zero and level N with nenentypus φ.
Proposition 7 The moment Hypothesis is true for ζ(s), L(s, χ), L(s, f ), and L(s, g).
Proof For k = 1, it is known that
for these L-series. In fact, in all cases more precise asymptotic formulae are known. See [7] for ζ(s), [10] for L(s, χ), [18] for L(s, f ), and [19] for L(s, g).
Corollary 8 The sequences (αγ
, and L(s, g) are uniformly distributed mod 1.
Proof One can show that these L-series are inS. Now the result follows from Proposition 7, Proposition 6, and Theorem 3.
Remark If χ 1 is an imprimitive character mod , the assertion of the previous corollary remains true for L(s, χ 1 ). To see this, note that
where χ is a primitive Dirichlet character mod q (q | ). Since the zeros of 1 − χ(p)/p s are in the form iγ m = i(t 0 + 2mπ/log p) for fixed t 0 and m ∈ N, then the total number of zeros of P (s, χ) up to height T is T . Therefore 0≤γ ≤T e 2πimαγ T . Now the uniform distribution assertion follows by Weyl's criterion.
The following simple observation will be useful in constructing examples of Dedekind zeta functions whose zeros are uniformly distributed.
Proposition 9 (i) Let (a n ) and (b n ) be two increasing (resp. decreasing) sequences of real numbers, and let (c n ) be the union of these two sequences ordered increasingly (resp. decreasingly). If (a n ) and (b n ) are uniformly distributed mod 1, then (c n ) is also uniformly distributed mod 1.
(ii) For F , G ∈S, if the sequences (αγ F,n ) and (αγ G,n ), α = 0, formed from imaginary parts of zeros of F and G, are uniformly distributed, then the same is true for the sequence (αγ F G,n ) formed from imaginary parts of zeros of F G.
Proof (i) Without loss of generality, we assume that (a n ) and (b n ) are increasing. For t > 0, let n c (t) be the number of elements of (c n ) not exceeding t. So n c (t) = n a (t) + n b (t). We denote a general term of (c n ) by c. We have
Now the result follows from Weyl's criterion.
(ii) This is clear from (i), since the set of zeros of F G is a union of the zeros of F and the zeros of G.
Corollary 10
Let K be an abelian number field. Then (αγ n ), α = 0, for the Dedekind zeta function ζ K (s) is uniformly distributed mod 1.
Proof Since K is abelian, ζ K (s) can be written as a product of Dirichlet L-series associated to some primitive Dirichlet characters ( [15] , Theorem 8.6). So the result follows from Corollary 8 and Proposition 9.
Corollary 11 Let K be a finite abelian extension of a quadratic number field k. Then (αγ n ), α = 0, for the Dedekind zeta function ζ K (s) is uniformly distributed mod 1.
Proof Since Gal(K/k) is abelian, we can write by Artin's reciprocity,
where ψ denote the Hecke character associated to some grössencharacter of k ( [5] , Theorems 9-2-2 and 12-3-1). We know that corresponding to ψ there is a cuspidal automorphic representation π of GL 1 (A k ) such that L(s, ψ) = L(s, π) (see [4] , Section 6.A). On the other hand since k/Q is quadratic, the automorphic induction map exists [1] . In other words, there is a cuspidal automorphic representation
However it is known that the cuspidal automorphic representations of GL 2 (A Q ) correspond to holomorphic or Maass forms (see [4] , Section 5.C), so the result follows from Corollary 8 and Proposition 9.
Discrepancy
We define the discrepancy of the sequence (αγ n ) by
In this section we employ the Erdös-Turán inequality to establish an upper bound in terms of α and T for D * F,α (T ). The main tool needed is a uniform (in terms of x) version of Landau's formula (5) . We start by recalling the following two standard Lemmas.
Lemma 12 Let F ∈S. Let s = σ + it denote a point in the complex plane and ρ = β + iγ denote a non-trivial zero of F . Then there is T 0 > 0, such that for − and t ≥ T 0 , where t does not coincide with the ordinate of a zero of F , we have
The implied constant depends only on F .
Proof This is the analogue of Lemma 5 of [14] .
Here c j and f j are real constants which depend only on F and d j is a complex constant. d j and the implied constant depend on F and σ 0 .
Proof This is a consequence of logarithmically differentiating the functional equation of F and applying the asymptotic
which holds as |s| → ∞ in the sector −π + η < args < π − η for any fixed η > 0 (see [11] , Exercise 6.3.17).
The following proposition gives a uniform version of Landau's formula.
Proposition 14 Let F ∈S. Let x ≥ 2 and n x be the closest integer to x. (If x is a half-integer, we set n x = [x] + 1.) Then we have
Moreover, we have
The implied constants depend only on F . Recall that 0 < θ < 5 2 is such that b n n θ− for some > 0.
Proof We follow Proposition 1 of [13] closely. We choose T and T 0 such that
moreover we assume that T 0 is large enough such that the assertions of Lemmas 12 and 13 are satisfied. Also we assume that T 0 and T are not the ordinate of a zero of F . Next we consider the rectangle R = R 1 ∪ (−R 2 ) ∪ (−R 3 ) ∪ R 4 (oriented counterclockwise), where
By the residue theorem, we have
Here ρ runs over the zeros of F (s) inside the rectangle R (considered with multiplicities). Let
. We have
Next we note that
We split this series into ranges m ≤ nx 2 , nx 2 < m < 2n x , and m ≥ 2n x , denoting them as 1 , 2 and 3 . Now it is easy to see that
For the second sum, we note that if |z| < 1, then
By employing this inequality in 2 , we have
Next from Lemma 12, we have
Let C T be the circle with center 
Next we estimate I 3 . From Lemma 13 we have
We have
and
Also an application of integration by parts results in
Applying these bounds in (17) yields
Finally since F F (s) is bounded on R 4 , we have
Now applying the estimations for I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , and I 4 in (15) yield
The result follows from this, together with the facts that the number of zeros of F with 0 ≤ γ ≤ T 0 is finite and
Corollary 15 In the previous proposition under the assumption of the Moment Hypothesis for F , we have
Moreover, under the assumption of the Riemann Hypothesis for F , we have
Proof This is evident from (7), (8), Proposition 6, and Proposition 14.
We are ready to state and prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 16 Let F ∈S. Assume that α ≥ log 2 2π
, and let x = e 2πα . .
(ii) Assume that 0 < θ < 1 2 , then under the assumption of the Riemann Hypothesis for F , D * F,α (T ) F α log T .
(iii) Let x be an algebraic number that is not a k-th root of a natural number for any k, then under the assumption of the Riemann Hypothesis for F , D * F,α (T ) F,α 1 log T .
θ can be ≥ 1 2 in (iii).
Proof (i) From the Erdös-Turán inequality, for any integer K, we have
So by applying Corollary 15, we have
) log K. ) log K.
Now the result follows by choosing K = log T (θ + 1) log x .
(iii) We have
We choose K = log T c + 1 to get the result. Here, we use Baker's theorem to get a lower bound for a linear form in logarithms of algebraic numbers. More precisely by Baker's theorem [2] , we have |k log x − log n x k | > e −ak , where a is a constant which depends on x.
